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a b s t r a c t
From preliminary 2010–2011 results of the Cameras for Allsky Meteor Surveillance (CAMS) meteoroid orbit
survey, which were combined with published 2007–2009 SonotaCo video meteor network data, 55 new
meteor showers (##448–502) were identified and added to the IAU Working List on Meteor Showers in
2012. These showers were identified based on an automated single-linked DSH-criterion analysis of a
combined 105,000 orbits with high-threshold (a low DSH < 0.05), but low acceptable sample size (P6
members). Three more years of CAMS and four more years of SonotaCo observations have now increased
the meteoroid orbit database four fold. The earlier detections are verified by searching for number
density enhancements in drift-corrected radiant and orbital element maps. Twenty showers are detected
in both surveys and are now certain to exist. Median orbital elements are presented. Not detected in this
manner were 19% of the fast Vg > 40 km/s showers, 54% of the Vg = 18–40 km/s showers, and 90% of the
slow Vg < 18 km/s showers.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
An ongoing effort is underway to document the meteor showers
on Earth for studies in planetary science, satellite impact hazard
mitigation, and planetary defense (Jenniskens, 2006; Williams,
2011; Williams and Jopek, 2014). Each meteor shower is an important record of past comet (or active asteroid) activity, studies of
which are only meaningful if the meteor shower is certain to exist.
For that reason, the International Astronomical Union maintains a
Working List of Meteor Showers to keep track of which streams are
known to exist and which require confirmation. New showers are
added regularly from ongoing meteoroid orbit surveys (Jenniskens
et al., 2009; Jopek and Kanuchová, 2014).
In preliminary work by Rudawska and Jenniskens (2014), we
added 55 meteor showers (##448–502) to the IAU Working List
on Meteor Showers, based on an automated high threshold
single-linking DSH-criterion (Southworth and Hawkins, 1963) analysis of the combined results from two video meteor orbit surveys.
The first 40,744 meteors observed during Oct. 2010–Dec. 2011 by
our Cameras for Allsky Meteor Surveillance (CAMS) video-based
meteoroid orbit survey were combined with 64,650 published
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orbits measured by the SonotaCo video meteor network during
2007–2009 (Kanamori, 2009). Orbits were considered similar only
when DSH < 0.05. This is a strong constraint, given that a relatively
weak threshold value of DSH < 0.25 is often used (Lindblad, 1971a,
1971b; Kanamori, 2009; Andreic et al., 2013, 2014; Segon et al.,
2014a; Gural et al., 2014).
To our surprise, as many as 88 potential showers emerged from
this analysis assuming that 6 near identical meteoroid orbits were
sufficient for a potential shower to be included in the list
(Rudawska and Jenniskens, 2014). 33 were identified as streams
already in the Working List, but 55 were likely newly identified
showers. In preparation of publication, these showers were
reported to the IAU Meteor Data Center. After that, two of these
(#462 and #499) were soon recognized to be additional duplicates
of showers already in the list and were subsequently removed,
leaving 53 showers that need confirmation.
On closer inspection, we found that many of these potential
showers were based on only 2–4 meteors detected by CAMS, combined with 2–4 detections by SonotaCo. Individual surveys would
not clearly show the streams. After more CAMS observations were
available at the end of March 2013, it was confirmed that at least
29 streams could be detected by single-linked DSH-criterion
searches in CAMS data alone (Rudawska and Jenniskens, 2014).
Kornos et al. (2014) reported that 18 of these showers were also
detected by automated searches with DSH < 0.07 of the meteoroid
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orbit database EDMOND, based on independent European multistation video observations, while another 12 showers were more
tentatively detected.
It is not certain, however, that single-linked DSH-criterion
searches isolate streams of meteoroids from the same parent body,
rather than coincidental groupings from a sporadic background. To
be certain, evidence of a meteoroid stream should also manifest as
a significant number density enhancement over the background
(preferably in more than one survey). Now the CAMS database
has grown to 238,000 meteoroid orbits and the SonotaCo database
has grown to 168,000, we will re-visit these 55 showers here. Previous papers discussed how the established showers (Jenniskens
et al., 2016a) and newly confirmed showers (Jenniskens et al.,
2016b) manifest in CAMS data.
2. Methods
The SonotaCo video meteor network is a large consortium of
amateur astronomers in Japan, who operate about 100 cameras
at 25 sites. The results from meteor triangulations using UfoCapture
software are annually published on the SonotaCo website by Touru
Kanamori of Tokyo, Japan. The SonotaCo network has been in operation since 2007, with first results published in 2009 (Kanamori,
2009).
The CAMS network in California consists of 60 low-light video
cameras distributed over three stations and was conceived to validate as many as possible of the unconfirmed showers in the IAU
Working List of Meteor Showers. The CAMS hardware and
custom-made software are described in Jenniskens et al. (2011)
and Gural (2012). Each measured meteoroid trajectory defines a
radiant, the direction from which the meteoroid is seen to
approach us, and an entry speed. The radiant is defined by two
angular elements, either geocentric R.A. and Decl. or ecliptic k
and b. In this work, all radiant values are drift-corrected to the
solar longitude of the peak of the shower, by correcting for Earth’s
motion around the Sun, which causes the ecliptic radiant to drift by
Dk = 1° and Db = 0° per degree of solar longitude. The solar longitude is a measure of the position of the Earth in its orbit, proportional to the time of the meteor in a given year. From the time of
observation, the radiant direction, and the entry speed, the meteoroid pre-atmospheric orbit is calculated.
Traditional methods to isolate meteoroid streams use one
of the so-called discriminant criteria (D), which compare the
orbital elements of an orbit to a reference orbit, and exclude
those orbits that fall outside a threshold value of similarity
(Southworth and Hawkins, 1963; Jopek et al., 2006, 2008). Automatic search routines are used to find groupings of similar orbits
in a meteoroid orbit database. The method can also be used in a
single-linked manner, where orbits are compared to each other.
Each cluster is expanded until there are no further possible
orbits within the threshold value of similarity for orbits already
in the group.
Alternatively, the number density of radiant and speed values
can be statistically analyzed using a hat function if a sufficiently
large number of orbits are measured (e.g., Brown et al., 2010). A
shower is recognized when a significant excess of number density
is observed on consecutive days. Automatic routines are used to
link weak threshold crossing events in order to identify showers.
This method, too, can lead to spurious detections when too many
random threshold crossings are considered. For our video observations, the number of measured orbits is not yet sufficiently large,
and the background density in parameter space too variable, for
this method to reliably define a suitable threshold in all cases.
Instead, we used the interactive CAMS Streamfinder software
(Jenniskens et al., 2016a) to search visually in the database for an
excess number density of radiants in stacked 10° intervals of solar

longitude, then extract that cluster using the Dh-criterion (Jopek,
1993) from the nearby background in two diagrams: the driftcorrected radiant map, and the P–i diagram showing the orbital
elements inclination (i) versus longitude of perihelion (P). To isolate a corresponding radiant cluster in the P–i orbital element diagram also demands agreement in entry speed. On the basis of these
isolated orbits, median solar longitude, radiant, speed and orbital
elements are calculated.
3. Results
Median values of the drift-corrected radiant coordinates, geocentric entry speed, and orbital elements of 24 showers are listed
in Table 1. The Tisserand parameter with respect to Jupiter is calculated from the median values of orbital elements from the
resulting meteoroid orbit sample. Results are compared to those
reported by Kornos et al. (2014) from the independent meteoroid
orbit database EDMOND.
Table 2 lists the accuracy of the drift-corrected radiant and
speed and their dispersion. The period of activity includes the
range of solar longitudes over which shower members were
detected (which should be read such that start at 244° and end
at 256° means that all detected meteors appeared between solar
longitudes 244.0° and 256.0°). The radiant drift is that calculated
from the applied drift Dk = 1° and Db = 0° per degree of solar longitude. Also given is the Dh threshold value used to extract the
meteors.
Finding charts for each shower are shown in Figs. 1–22. In each
figure, the CAMS data are shown to the left and the SonotaCo data
to the right. All data are drift corrected to the solar longitude value
listed in column 4 of Table 1, unless stated otherwise.
3.1. Fast showers in the apex and toroidal sources
The individual showers will now be discussed, starting with the
long-period comet and Halley-type comet showers from the apex
and toroidal sources (Campbell-Brown, 2008), which have a relative high entry velocity Vg > 40 km/s.
The June e-Cygnids (#458, JEC) are a long-period comet type
shower (Fig. 1). Shower peak time and orbital elements are in good
agreement with Rudawska and Jenniskens (2014). The shower is
also detected by SonotaCo and extracted from the EDMOND database (Table 1), confirming that this shower does exist and can be
moved to the list of established showers. The parent body is
unknown.
The September o-Orionids (#479, SOO) were initially detected
from just 18 meteors and are now known to form a structure called
the ‘‘Orionid Tail” in sun-centered ecliptic radiant coordinates
(Fig. 2), which includes the m-Eridanids (#337, NUE) and early
Orionids (#8, ORI). The Orionid Tail was discussed in a previous paper (Jenniskens et al., 2016a). Rudawska and Jenniskens
(2014) suggested that Comet P/2005 T4 (SWAN) might be the
parent body, but some amount of orbital evolution would be
required. The predicted radiant is 23° higher in Right Ascension
(Table 1).
The s-Cancrids (#480, TCA) stand out well in both CAMS and
SonotaCo data (Fig. 3). Rudawska and Jenniskens identified this
stream from 8 meteors. This shower was also extracted from the
independent database EDMOND (Table 1).
The strong January /-Virginids (#500, JPV) are detected well by
both CAMS and SonotaCo (Fig. 4). Originally, only 7 meteors were
identified. Again, the shower was also reported from EDMOND
data (Table 1).
The August n-Cassiopeiids (#465, AXC) are a long-period comet
shower active during just a few days and present in both SonotaCo
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Table 1
Shower radiant and orbit – N is number of extracted meteoroids; ko = chosen solar longitude to which radiant drift was corrected; R.A., Dec., Vg = equatorial coordinates and speed
of the drift-corrected geocentric radiant (median values); orbital elements, median value of distribution: a = semi-major axis, derived from median value of 1/a; q = perihelion
distance; e = eccentricity, i = inclination, x = argument of perihelion; Node = Node, P = longitude of perihelion; and TJ = Tisserand parameter with respect to Jupiter. Potential
parent bodies are identified. The parent body orbit is adjusted to intersect Earth’s orbit using method ‘‘Q” of Neslusan et al. (1998) by varying the perihelion distance, or using
method ‘‘H” by varying the argument of perihelion and inclination.

a
b
c

Shower 439.
Shower 340.
K14 = Kornos et al. (2014).

and CAMS data (Fig. 5). The compact group in SonotaCo data is
from the years 2008, 2007 and 2011. Originally, a combined total
of nine similar orbits were extracted. EDMOND also contains the
shower (Table 1).
The August o-Cetids (#466, AOC) are a long-period comet
shower detected both in SonotaCo and CAMS data. The original
set was based on a total of 8 orbits. Rudawska and Jenniskens could
not identify the shower in early CAMS data due to significant
nearby sporadic activity. By constraining the entry speed to
Vg > 65 km/s, the shower stands out well in the latest data set
(Fig. 6). Kornos et al. (2014) report the detection of this shower also
from EDMOND (Table 1).
Another long-period comet shower, the April e-Delphinids
(#450, AED) is a strong detection in SonotaCo data, but the shower
is only weakly detected in CAMS data (Fig. 7). It was not detected
in EDMOND data (Kornos et al., 2014). The shower may be variable
in intensity. SonotaCo detected this shower in odd years, but not in
even years. The absence in CAMS data does not reflect the coverage

over the relevant period ko = 17–22°, because CAMS data cover the
time frame well and in all years 2011–2014.
The November a-Sextantids (#483, NAS) are detected in
both CAMS and SonotaCo data (Fig. 8). Rudawska and Jenniskens
(2014) were not able to recognize the stream in early
CAMS data. It was also not registered in EDMOND (Kornos et al.,
2014).
The November r-Ursae Majorids (#488, NSU) are detected in
both CAMS and SonotaCo data (Fig. 9). The detection was based initially on 10 combined orbits. It was not detected in EDMOND
(Kornos et al., 2014).
The December d-Cancrids (#491, DCC) are a diffuse shower in
the apex source of CAMS and SonotaCo data (Fig. 10). It was not
detected in EDMOND, possibly because of confusion with the Orionids (#8, ORI). The Orionids are known to be active in the period
ko = 180–245° (Jenniskens et al., 2016a). In the period considered
here, ko = 244–254°, the late Orionids are separated from the
December d-Cancrids (Fig. 10).
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Table 2
Shower dispersion – data on shower duration in solar longitude (ko, °), the drift corrected radiant and speed’s measurement accuracy (± = standard error, in ° or km/s) and
dispersion (r = one standard deviation, in ° or km/s), the drift rate of the apparent radiant (D/Dko), the Dh threshold value, and the shower-to-background surface density ratio
(S/B).
IAU #

ko Beg

ko Peak

ko End

DRA ±

DRA r

DDec ±

DDec r

DV g ±

DVg r

DRA/Dko

DDec/Dko

<Dh

S/B

450
451
456
458
459
460
464
465
466
470
479
480
481
483
486
488
490
491
493
494
497
498
500
502

12
29
55
82
77
73
119
135
133
145
180
203
216
227
231
242
243
244
247
251
261
265
272
250

20
39
63
83
89
91
125
136
138
149
187
206
219
232
240
243
254
248
253
252
264
269
289
256

27
59
72
85
96
99
129
138
144
158
195
208
221
235
244
244
258
254
256
255
268
274
313
264

0.3
8.5
0.4
0.4
1.2
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.2
1.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.5
1.2
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.3

0.8
37.2
1.7
1.5
4.4
2.2
0.4
1.1
0.9
8.6
1.4
0.9
0.8
0.4
1.7
2.5
2.0
2.0
0.6
1.8
1.3
1.6
1.6
1.0

0.3
2.1
0.4
0.1
0.9
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.3
0.1
0.6
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.9
9.1
1.6
0.5
3.2
3.0
0.5
0.4
0.9
3.0
1.4
1.0
0.6
1.9
0.9
0.3
2.8
1.5
1.2
0.6
0.8
1.4
2.6
1.2

0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.5

0.4
1.3
1.0
0.6
1.2
0.9
0.8
0.4
1.0
1.3
1.1
0.5
0.7
1.3
0.8
0.5
1.1
1.5
0.9
0.4
1.1
1.3
3.2
1.9

0.85
1.17
0.99
0.73
0.97
0.95
0.33
0.96
0.92
0.18
1.01
1.07
1.03
0.91
1.16
1.22
0.87
0.98
0.90
1.28
0.83
0.83
0.91
0.91

+0.24
0.39
0.16
+0.29
0.17
0.07
+0.03
+0.40
+0.34
0.09
+0.06
0.29
0.34
0.34
+0.15
0.35
+0.11
0.25
0.39
0.25
0.33
0.36
0.29
0.39

0.15
0.10
0.08
0.15
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.09
0.05
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.19
0.05
0.14
0.15

11
27
8
19
4
3
5
12
2
4
22
2
5
2
1
6
8
2
1
4
17
2
5
6

Fig. 1. The June e-Cygnids (#458, JEC) – period ko = 82–85°. Also shown are the June q-Cygnids (#510, JRC). Left: CAMS data; right: SonotaCo data.

The December a-Bootids (#497, DAB) and the December qVirginids (#502, DRV) are shown in Fig. 11. Both were also
detected in the EDMOND database (Table 1) and by Segon et al.
(2014b) from combined SonotaCo and Croatian Meteor Network
data. The December q-Virginids are a strong shower, initially based
on 19 similar orbits (Rudawska and Jenniskens, 2014).
The December l-Hydrids (#498, DMH) are detected in both
CAMS and SonotaCo data (Fig. 12). The early detection was based
on only 7 orbits. The shower was not detected in EDMOND
(Kornos et al., 2014).
The December Lyncids (#494, DEL) are weak in both CAMS and
SonotaCo data (Fig. 13). The early detection was based on 8 orbits.
The shower was not detected in EDMOND (Kornos et al., 2014).
Another compact shower may exist 8° east of the DEL radiant in
SonotaCo data (Fig. 13).

The October mu-Leonids (481, OML) are detected in both CAMS
and SonotaCo data (Fig. 14). The early detection had 7 orbits. The
shower was also tentatively detected in the database EDMOND
(Kornos et al., 2014).
What appear to be the December e-Craterids (#493, DEC) are
detected in SonotaCo data, with tentative confirmation by CAMS
(Fig. 15). This stream was not extracted from EDMOND (Kornos
et al., 2014).
3.2. Antihelion source showers from Jupiter-family comets and active
asteroids
Antihelion source showers with speeds in the range
Vg = 18–40 km/s tend to move in Jupiter-family comet orbits,
which can be strongly perturbed by Jupiter. Secular perturbations
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Fig. 2. The September o-Orionids (#479, SOO) – period ko = 180–195°, Vg = 66–69 km/s. Also shown are the m-Eridanids (#337, NUE) and early Orionids (#8, ORI).

Fig. 3. The s-Cancrids (#480, TCA) – period ko = 203–208°.

Fig. 4. The January /-Virginids (#500, JPV) – period ko = 272–313°.
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Fig. 5. The August n-Cassiopeiids (#465, AXC) – period ko = 135–138°.

Fig. 6. The August o-Cetids (#466, AOC) – period ko = 133–144° (drift corrected to 139°). Gray radiant positions have Vg P 65 km/s.

Fig. 7. The April e-Delphinids (#450, AED) – period ko = 12–27°.

P. Jenniskens, Q. Nénon / Icarus 266 (2016) 371–383
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Fig. 8. The November a-Sextantids (#483, NAS) = the a-Sextantids (#439, ASX) – period ko = 226–237° (drift corrected to 231°).

Fig. 9. The November r-Ursae Majorids (#488, NSU) – period ko = 242–244°.

Fig. 10. The December d-Cancrids (#491, DCC) – period ko = 243–258° (drift corrected to 250°). Also identified are the Orionids (#8, ORI), the g-Hydrids (529#, EHY), and the
r-Hydrids (#16, HYD).
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Fig. 11. The December a-Bootids (#497, DAB) and the December q-Virginids (#502, DRV) – period ko = 250–268° (drift corrected to 264°). Also shown are the December
r-Virginids (#428, DSV).

Fig. 12. The December l-Hydrids (#498, DMH) = h-Pyxidids (#340, TPY) – period ko = 260–270° (drift corrected to 265°).

Fig. 13. The December Lyncids (#494, DEL) – period ko = 251–255°. Also shown are the Comae Berenicids (#20, COM).
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Fig. 14. The October l-Leonids (#481, OML) – period ko = 216–221°.

Fig. 15. The December e-Craterids (#493, NEC) – period ko = 246–257° (drift corrected to 252°).

Fig. 16. The August l-Draconids (#470, AMD) – period ko = 145–158°. Also shown are the August Draconids (#197, AUD) and the j-Cygnids (#12, KCG).
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Fig. 17. The December d-Eridanids (#490, DGE) – period ko = 243–258°.

Fig. 18. The May w-Scorpiids (#456, MPS) – period ko = 55–72°.

Fig. 19. The k-Ophiuchids (#460, LOP) and the June e-Ophiuchids (#459, JEO) – period ko = 77–96° (drift corrected to 89°). The positions of the f-Ophiuchids (#412, FOP) and
May w-Scorpiids (#456, MPS) at this solar longitude are marked by a gray cross.

P. Jenniskens, Q. Nénon / Icarus 266 (2016) 371–383
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Fig. 20. The j-Lyrids (#464, KLY) – period ko = 118–130° (drift corrected to 125°). Also shown are the July c-Draconids (#184, GDR) and the l-Lyrids (#413, MUL).

Fig. 21. The November f-Perseids (#486, NZP), just north of the Northern Taurids (#17, NTA) – period ko = 231–244° (drift corrected to 240°).

Fig. 22. The Camelopardalids (#451, CAM) – period ko = 29–66° (drift corrected to 63°).
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can cause apparent radiant drifts other than from Earth’s motion
around the Sun. The streams can disperse rapidly in node. They
are typically more difficult to recognize among the ecliptic
sporadic meteors.
The inclined 21 km/s August l-Draconids (#470, AMD) were
discussed in a previous paper (Jenniskens et al., 2016a). This
stream was initially detected at ko = 145.4° from R.A. = 254°, Dec.
= +58.8° and Vg = 19.5 km/s (Rudawska and Jenniskens, 2014). At
this position in the drift-corrected radiant map is a diffuse area
of strong meteor activity (Fig. 16), which may be related to the
nearby j-Cygnids (#12, KCG). Sekanina (1976) identified earlier
the August Draconids (#197, AUD) with a radiant at R.A. = 272.5°,
Dec. = +65.1° on ko = 142° and a low entry speed of Vg = 17.3 km/s.
SonotaCo data suggests that there is a concentration of radiants at
that position (Fig. 16). This is interpreted as a separate component,
rather than the same stream (Jenniskens et al., 2016a).
The Vg = 25 km/s December d-Eridanids (#490, DGE) are well
detected in both CAMS and SonotaCo data (Fig. 17). The shower
was not detected in EDMOND (Kornos et al., 2014).
The Vg = 25 km/s May w-Scorpiids (#456, MPS) are detected by
CAMS, but not so clearly seen in the SonotaCo data (Fig. 18). The
shower was detected in the database EDMOND (Table 1). The number of detected meteors in the SonotaCo survey during this time
interval appears not sufficient yet to detect this stream.
The Vg = 19 km/s k-Ophiuchids (#460, LOP) are a well defined
concentration of radiants in both SonotaCo and CAMS data
(Fig. 19), right in between the showers f-Ophiuchids (#412, FOP)
and May w-Scorpiids (#456, MPS). The initially detected meteors
for #412 are closer to the LOP and were re-assigned to this stream.
The shower is also detected in EDMOND (Table 1).
The 19 km/s j-Lyrids (#464, KLY) form an elongated structure
in the radiant map with the 23 km/s l-Lyrids (#413, MUL), in a
direction toward the 27 km/s July c-Draconids (#184, GDR)
(Fig. 20). The orbital elements in Table 1 are those of a dense knot
in this filament, due to meteors observed by CAMS during July 22–
August 1 in 2014 only. The shower was detected in EDMOND
(Table 1). The SonotaCo orbit database does not have enough meteors yet to recognize this structure. Independent verification is
needed to understand how the MUL and KLY are related.
The November f-Perseids (#486, NZP) are possibly detected by
both CAMS and SonotaCo data just above the Northern Taurids
(NTA) (Fig. 21). In CAMS data, the shower is compact. The stream
was not extracted from EDMOND (Kornos et al., 2014).

of the odd–even interlace flag in the astrometric software used for
on-site data reduction at the observing stations at that time. This
has now been corrected. No other publications were affected. The
P–i diagram for orbits with Dec. > 60° (Fig. 23) shows a diffuse concentration surrounding the orbital elements of the 2014 outburst
meteors. Starting from the median orbit given by Rudawska and Jenniskens, the isolated orbits with Dh < 0.05 are marked by a gray halo
in Fig. 23. They occurred in the month prior to May 24 and may represent only part of the 209P/LINEAR debris. The orbit of parent
Comet 209P/LINEAR shows a rapid precession of the node, decreasing by 18° in two centuries. Indeed, Segon et al. (2014b) found this
shower to be active from April 24 to June 4 by using a weaker Dcriterion threshold, now overlapping the May 24 date. They entered
into the IAU Working List a duplicate May k-Draconids (#532, MLD),
but realized already that this was the same shower.
The Vg = 15 km/s June e-Ophiuchids (#459, JEO) are part of a
diffuse radiant parallel to the k-Ophiuchids in CAMS data
(Fig. 19). SonotaCo does not have enough meteors observed in this
time interval to recognize this structure. The shower was not
detected in EDMOND (Kornos et al., 2014). This shower needs independent verification.
We searched for similar radiant or P–i enhancements for the
remaining slow showers, but none were conclusively identified.
That includes most additional showers that were readily extracted
again in single-linked D-criterion searches by Kornos et al. (2014).
4. Discussion
4.1. Duplicates
We earlier recognized that the July c-Pegasids (#462) are the
same shower as the July Pegasids (#175), while the December
d-Leonids (#499) are part of the Comae Berenicids (#20). These
duplicates have been moved to the ‘‘List of Removed Showers”.
In addition, the November a-Sextantids (#483), detected over
the period 227–235°, are the shower a-Sextantids (#439), which
peaks at the same drift-corrected radiant at ko = 237°. These
meteors were labeled ‘‘439” in the orbit database. The November
a-Sextantids can now be added to the list of established showers
and shower #483 can be removed.
The December l-Hydrids (#498, DMH) are almost certainly the
same shower as the h-Pyxidids (#340, TPY), but only if the shower

3.3. Slow antapex meteors from Jupiter-family comet and active
asteroid debris
Slow showers (Vg < 18 km/s) tend to have a diffuse apparent
radiant as a result of a strong zenith attraction from Earth’s gravity
just before entry. Their orbital elements can be dispersed also,
because they tend to move on low inclined, prograde, Jupiterfamily comet type or asteroidal type orbits. The low inclination of
the orbits causes large variations in node even after small secular
perturbations. There is a strong sporadic background of such orbits.
These showers tend to be detected only when the shower is still
young and a meteor outburst is observed, or from a surface density
enhancement in the P–i diagram of orbital element space.
The Vg = 14 km/s Camelopardalids (#451, CAM) produced an
outburst on May 24, 2014 (ko = 62.9°), when Earth passed the
parent Comet 209P/LINEAR orbit to only 0.0030 AU (Fig. 22).
The comet approached Earth itself to 0.0554 AU five days later.
The sky over the CAMS stations was mostly clouded that night,
but nine meteors were detected from a compact radiant early and
late during the outburst (Jenniskens, 2014). Results in Table 1 supersede the orbital elements presented in Jenniskens (2014), which
have a slightly lower geocentric speed due to an incorrect setting

Fig. 23. The P–i orbital element diagram for the period ko = 29–66°, restricted to
radiants with Dec. > 60°. The outburst Camelopardalids (#451, CAM) are identified.
Meteors extracted based on the orbit by Rudawska and Jenniskens (2014) are given
a gray halo.
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has a long period of activity. The h-Pyxidids are active during
ko = 251–267°, with a peak at 264°, while the December
l-Hydrids are active from ko = 265–274° (Jenniskens et al.,
2016b). These Working List showers require further work.
4.2. False detection rate of the automated single-linked D-criterion
search
From this, the tally works out as follows. Among the 21 fast
Vg > 40 km/s showers, 14 showers are now confirmed by being present in both CAMS and SonotaCo data, with one shower #493 being
only tentatively detected by CAMS. Four others are duplicates. The
remaining 3 showers were not detected and these can be removed
from the Working List (numbers 448, 489, and 492). Hence, the
false detection rate (with N P 6 in a 105,000 orbit sample and
DSH threshold of 0.05) was 3 out of 16, or about 19%.
Among the 13 showers with geocentric entry speed Vg = 18–
40 km/s, only 5 are confirmed. One more (#464) was detected in
CAMS data, but did not have sufficient SonotaCo data to confirm.
The remaining 7 showers are undetected and can be removed from
the Working List (numbers 454, 467, 473, 476, 477, 485, and 501).
In this case, the false detection rate is 7 in 13, or about 54%.
Among the 21 slow showers with Vg < 18 km/s, only one is confirmed (#451), due to a meteor outburst from the close passage to
the parent Comet 209P/LINEAR in 2014. One other shower was
detected in CAMS data (#459), but does not have enough SonotaCo
observations to confirm. It was not detected in EDMOND. 19 showers are not detected. Many of these are readily extracted using the
DSH criterion and the original starting orbit (Rudawska and
Jenniskens, 2014; Segon et al., 2014b; Kornos et al., 2014), but they
show no sign of a local number density enhancement that could
point to a common parent body. This can also be reason to remove
these showers from the working list. These are showers numbered
449, 453, 455, 457, 461, 463, 468, 469, 471, 472, 474, 475, 477, 478,
482, 484, 487, 495, and 496. If these are indeed false detections,
then the false detection rate is 19 out of 21, or about 90%.
5. Conclusions
The most recent available database of about 400,000 meteoroid
orbits from the SonotaCo and CAMS meteoroid orbit surveys were
examined for evidence of the 55 potential meteoroid streams identified previously by Rudawska and Jenniskens (2014).
After removing four duplicates with showers already in the
Working List, nineteen showers are detected in both surveys, and
are considered confirmed. One of the duplicates can now also be
considered confirmed. Three showers were convincingly detected
only in one survey, but not in the other, and need further observations to be confirmed. The remaining 29 showers are likely false
detections, all of which can be removed from the Working List of
Meteor Showers.
Most of the false detections are among the prograde lowinclined Jupiter-family comet type orbits of the antapex source.
Even adopting a strict DSH < 0.05 keeps DSH-criterion searches
prone to isolating antihelion source orbits that may not be from
one parent body. These isolated groups are indistinguishable from
the sporadic background in terms of the phase space density of
radiants and orbital elements. In future work, DSH-criterion
searches should be applied with caution.
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